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Abstract
In this paper, we proposed a novel hybrid technique to Error Detection and Correction (EDAC) which is based on merging of two types of
linear block codes: Hamming code and CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) at the same system. This technique is corrected all types of error
by retransmitted or by Forward error correction (FEC). This technique is simply and achieves higher reliability, accuracy and security as
compared with other similar methods. The system algorithms is designed and simulation using VHDL ((VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language) to be implemented on FPGA kit (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) with Xilinx ISE 10.1
software program. The proposed system circuits have been designed, implemented, and corrects any types of error successfully.
Keywords: EDAC CRC; Hamming Coding; FEC and VHDL.

1. Introduction
In any digital communication systems, data is represented as a
stream of sequence data bits, whenever bits flow from transmitter
to receiver via transmission media; they are subject to unpredictable
corrupted because of interference, thermal noise or any other type
of noise. Mainly there are two general types of error single and burst
error, a single bit error means a one bit changed from 0 to 1 or from
1 to 0, burst error means a group of bits are changed [1].
In computer science and telecommunication applications, and according to a huge development in communication systems, and
massive amount of data that transmitted, data protective from noise,
error control (error detection and correction) is necessary to deliver
data bits over noise channel. Error detection process is a first step
to Error correction, which is depended on adding extra bits to the
original data. These redundancy bits are added at the transmitter and
removed by the receiver. Their presence is allowed to detect and
correct corrupted bits as shown in Fig.1. [1-2].

Redundancy bits are achieved through two main coding schemes:
convolution coding and block coding. In error correction, it is necessary to know the number of corrupted bits and their location in
the received message. Error correction can be classified as an Automatic repeat request (ARQ) , Forward error correction (FEC),and
Sometime ARQ and FEC can be combined, this method is called
hybrid automatic repeat-request (HARQ) [1], [3], [4].
In this paper, we merged Hamming code and CRC technique, to
ensure the original data arrived successfully, using hybrid automatic repeat-request (HARQ) by merged of Hamming Forward error correction (FEC) to single bits and Automatic repeat request
(ARQ) by send an Acknowledgment to transmitter to resending
data where system design using VHDL to implementation it at progressive steps.
As compared with other published papers in this field, there are
many systems designed to detected and corrected errors ,but with a
separated technique or with other correction code, such as error detection and correction using CRC technique only [5 - 9], or error
Detection and Correction using Hamming technique only [10 - 16],
and many other works. These papers designed CRC and Hamming
as separate system. In this paper the system designed by merging of
CRC code and Hamming code in one system using VHDL, with
increasing data input to get high data rate and high reliability.

2. Proposed method

Fig. 1: Error-Detection Process [1].

The proposed system circuits which shown in Fig. 2, have an input
data with 32 bits (4 byte), these bits are coding at the transmitter
circuit with a combination code based on (CRC and Hamming) coding which add and appending 8 bits at CRC circuit, then data passed
to hamming circuit and produced an output data with 46 bits, at the
receiver side the incoming data bits are decoding, and remove the
redundancy bits added at the transmitter circuits. Hamming decoding circuit is correct all single error bits and cancelled all extra bits
added at the Hamming encoder circuit, while CRC decoder circuit
detects all other types of error and sending an acknowledgment to
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transmitter to retransmitted data. This design will be increase the
accuracy, performance and reliability of the system, the transmitter
and receiver system designed using VHDL, so implemented using
FPGA.

the original message is transformed into an encoded message that
has at least as many bits as the original message. Error correction &
detection Hamming code may perform using even parity or odd parity [7], [8].
Hamming code is one of the most important and famous Binary
Block coding method which is used to error detection and correction method based on add extra bits to the original data, that redundancy bits are used by the receiver to check consistency of incoming message, the redundancy bits is added to the original data according to an even or odd parity checking method to generated redundancy bit. The redundancy bits number are depended on information data bits, as shown in equation below [11], [12]:
2 r ≥ m + r +1

(1)

Where r is redundancy bits and m is data bits, so to transmitted 40
bits (original data input (32) bits and CRC remainder (8) bits) according to equation (1) we need (6) redundancy bits (R1, R2, R4,
R8, R16 and R32), these redundancy bits based on even parity
check which are grouped as showing in equations below:
Fig. 2: A proposed System Circuits Components.

3. Transmitter circuit
3.1. CRC generator circuit
CRC technique is a simple and powerful technique to detected and
corrected error, which is based on binary division and different
from other methods that are based on parity check. The Cyclic Redundancy Check depends on the division remainder that is added to
transmitted data. The basic block diagram and general design of
CRC Generator -Checker is shown in Fig. 3[2].
In this paper the CRC Generator and Checker circuits are designed
with CRC-8 divisor polynomial (X 8 + X 2 + X +1) that equal to
(107 HEX) that is used at Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
header. The CRC method -Based framing re-using the
header (CRC) is improving the efficiency of a pre-standard (ATM)
protocol links, which is present in ATM and other similar protocols
to provide framing with no overhead adding on the link. In ATM,
this is known as the Header Error Control/Check (HEC) field [17],
[18].

R(1)=datain(1) XOR datain(2) XOR datain(4) XOR datain(5)
XOR datain(7) XOR datain(9) XOR datain(11) XOR datain(12)
XOR datain(14) XOR datain(16) XOR datain(18) XOR datain(20)
XOR datain(22) XOR datain(24) XOR datain(26) XOR datain(27)
XORdatain(29) XOR datain(31) XORdatain(33) XOR datain(35)
XOR datain(37) XOR datain(39)
(2)
R(2)=datain(1) XOR datain(3) XOR datain(4) XOR datain(6) XOR
datain(7) XOR datain(10) XOR datain(11) XOR datain(13)
XOR datain(14) XOR datain(17) XOR datain(18) XOR datain(21)
XOR datain(22) XOR datain(25) XOR datain(26) XOR datain(28)
XOR datain(29) XOR datain(32) XOR datain(33) XOR datain(36)
XOR datain(37) XOR datain(40)
(3)
R(4)=datain(2) XOR datain(3) XOR datain(4) XOR datain(8)
XOR datain(9) XOR datain(10) XOR datain(11) XOR datain(15)
XOR datain(16)XOR datain(17) XOR datain(18)XOR datain(23)
XOR datain(24)XOR datain(25)XOR datain(26) XOR datain(30)
XOR datain(31) XOR datain(32) XOR datain(33) XOR datain(38)
XOR datain(39) XOR datain(40)
(4)
R(8) = datain(5) XOR datain(6) XOR datain(7) XOR datain(8)
XOR datain(9) XOR datain(10) XOR datain(11) XOR datain(19)
XOR datain(20) XOR datain(21) XOR datain(22) XOR datain(23)
XOR datain(24) XOR datain(25) XOR datain(26) XOR datain(34)
XOR datain(35)XOR datain(36) XOR datain(37) XOR datain(38)
XOR datain(39) XOR datain(40)
(5)
R(16) =datain(12)XOR datain(13)XOR datain(14)XOR datain(15)
XOR datain(16)XOR datain(17)XOR datain(18)XOR datain(19)
XOR datain(20)XOR datain(21) XOR datain(22)XOR datain(23)
XOR datain(24)XOR datain(25)XOR datain(26)
(6)
R(32) =datain(27)XORdatain(28)XOR datain(29) XOR datain(30)
XOR datain(31) XOR datain(32) XOR datain(33)XOR datain(34)
XORdatain(35) XORdatain(36) XORdatain(37) XORdatain(38)
XOR datain(39) XOR datain(40)
(7)

Fig. 3: CRC Generator and Checker [3], [8].

3.2. Hamming encoder circuit
Error-detection schemes can be either systematic or non-systematic: In a systematic scheme the transmitter sends the original data
and attaches a fixed number of check bits. That is derived from the
data bits by some deterministic algorithm. If only error detection is
required a receiver can simply apply the same algorithm to the received data bits and compare its output with the received check bits
if the values do not match an error has occurred at some point during the transmission. In a system that uses a non-systematic code

The transmitter block diagram is shown in Fig. 4, and it's pins desecration is explained in Table (1).
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Datain

Input

32

Input data represented in binary bit
stream.

Outputdata

Output

46

Output data of the transmitter circuit

The summary of the transmitter circuit using Spartan 3A and Spartan 3AN FPGA Kit is shown in Table (2) , and to testing the transmitter circuit operation assume a random data input is passed
through it, as shown in time simulation( Fig. 5,6,7 and 8) , and explained in Table (3).
Fig. 4: Transmitter Block Diagram.

Signal
Clk
Div

Table 1: Pins Description of the Transmitter Circuit
DirecSize Description
tion
Clock signal that clocks all internal
Input
1
component.
Input divisor data represented in binary
Input
9
bit stream.

Table 2: Summary of the Transmitter Circuit Using Spartan 3A / 3AN
FPGA Kit
Logic Utilization
Used
Available
Utilization
number of slices registers
32
19200
0%
Number of Slices LUTs
260
19200
1%
Number of fully used Bit Slices
32
260
12%
Number of bonded IOBs
79
220
35%
Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs
1
32
3%

Fig. 5: Time Simulation with Input Data (Hex F0F0F0F0 and Hex 198491AD).

Fig. 6: Time Simulation with Input Data (Hex 87654321 and Hex AAAAAAAA).

Fig. 7: Time Simulation with Input Data (Hex FEDCBA98 and Hex 13579024).

Fig. 8: Time Simulation with Input Data (Hex FFFFFFFF and Hex 1A2B3C4D).
Table 3: Transmitter Circuits Output Data
Random Encoding Data (32bits)
Transmitter Output Data (46 Bits)
Hex 87654321
Hex3C5DCA8661D5
Hex AAAAAAAA
Hex1D2AD5556A69
Hex FFFFFFFF
Hex3FBFFFFFBFDE
Hex1A2B3C4D
Hex20A896788DB5
HexF0F0F0F0
Hex0F83E1E1B0A5
Hex198491AD
Hex20A649236DDF
Hex FEDCBA98
Hex1BBB7975181E
Hex13579024
Hex208D2F202472

4. Receiver circuit
The receiver circuit is consisting of two merged circuit which is
hamming decoder circuit and CRC checker circuit.
4.1. Hamming decoder circuit
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Hamming decoder circuit is received message that consist of (46
bits) at receiver side, then it is detected and corrected all single error
bits, and remove the redundancy bits that added at the encoder circuit.
Hamming decoder circuit detect the single error by Exorings of received data and determine a position of an error bit, so correct it
using a NOT gate, the receiver is removed the redundancy bit and
forward the data to the next circuit. The position of error bit is calculated as shown in equations below:

At CRC Checker circuit the incoming data (40 bits) is divided by
divisor that is used at the transmitter system, to knows if the received data unit is correct or corrupted, if the remainder of division
zero means arrived data unit is correct ,else it has been corrupted
[2]. An error data frame is corrected by sending an acknowledgment
to sender to retransmitted data frame. The block diagram of receiver
circuit is shown in Fig .9, it's pins desecration is explained in Table
(4), the summary of the receiver circuit using Spartan 3A and Spartan 3AN FPGA Kit is shown in Table (5).

P(20)=DATA(1)⨁DATA(3)⨁DATA(5)⨁DATA(7)⨁DATA(9)⨁
DATA(11)⨁DATA(13)⨁DATA(15)⨁DATA(17)⨁DATA(19)⨁
DATA(21)⨁DATA(23)⨁DATA(25)⨁DATA(27)⨁DATA(29)⨁
DATA(31)⨁DATA(33)⨁DATA(35)⨁DATA(37)⨁DATA(39)⨁
DATA(41)⨁DATA(43)⨁DATA(45)
(8)
P(21)=DATA(2)⨁DATA(3)⨁DATA(6)⨁DATA(7)⨁DATA(10)
⨁DATA(11)⨁DATA(14)⨁DATA(15)⨁DATA(18)⨁DATA(19)
⨁DATA(22)⨁DATA(23)⨁DATA(26)⨁DATA(27)⨁DATA(30)
⨁DATA(31)⨁DATA(34)⨁DATA(35)⨁DATA(38)⨁DATA(39)
⨁DATA(42)⨁DATA(43)⨁DATA(46)
(9)
P(22)=DATA(4)⨁DATA(5)⨁DATA(6)⨁DATA(7)⨁DATA(12)
⨁DATA(13)⨁DATA(14)⨁DATA(15)⨁DATA(20)⨁DATA(21)
⨁DATA(22)⨁DATA(23)⨁DATA(28)⨁DATA(29)⨁DATA(30)
⨁DATA(31)⨁DATA(36)⨁DATA(37)⨁DATA(38)⨁DATA(39)
⨁DATA(44)⨁DATA(45)⨁DATA(46)
(10)
P(23) = DATA (8) ⨁ DATA (9) ⨁ DATA (10) ⨁ DATA (11) ⨁
DATA(12)⨁DATA(13)⨁DATA(14)⨁DATA(15)⨁DATA(24)⨁
DATA(25)⨁DATA(26)⨁DATA(27)⨁DATA(28)⨁DATA(29)⨁
DATA(30)⨁DATA(31)⨁DATA(40)⨁DATA(41)⨁DATA(42)⨁
DATA(43)⨁DATA(44)⨁DATA(45)⨁DATA(46)
(11)
P(24) = DATA (16) ⨁ DATA(17) ⨁DATA(18) ⨁ DATA(19) ⨁
DATA(20)⨁DATA(21)⨁DATA(22)⨁DATA(23)⨁DATA(24)⨁
DATA(25)⨁DATA(26)⨁DATA(27)⨁DATA(28)⨁DATA(29)⨁
DATA(30) ⨁ DATA(31)
(12)
P(25) = DATA(32) ⨁ DATA (33) ⨁DATA (34) ⨁ DATA(35) ⨁
DATA(36)⨁DATA(37)⨁DATA(38)⨁DATA(39)⨁DATA(40)⨁
DATA(41)⨁DATA(42)⨁DATA(43)⨁DATA(44)⨁DATA(45)⨁
DATA(46)
(13)
So after applying the last equations at the received data ,we can detected the error bit position by put the results of equations
(8,9,10,11,12 and 13) with sequence (2 52 42 3 2 2 2 1 2 0) to get error
position and corrected it.
4.2. CRC checker circuit

Transmitter Circuit System
Input Data

Output Data

Hex 87654321

Hex3C5DCA8661D5

Hex 87654321

Hex3C5DCA8661D5

Hex
AAAAAAAA
Hex
AAAAAAAA
Hex FFFFFFFF
Hex FFFFFFFF

Hex1D2AD5556A69
Hex1D2AD5556A69
Hex3FBFFFFFBFDE
Hex3FBFFFFFBFDE

Hex1A2B3C4D

Hex20A896788DB5

Hex1A2B3C4D

Hex20A896788DB5

Fig. 9: Block Diagram of Received Circuit.
Table 4: Pins Description of the Transmitter Circuit
Direction
Size
Description
Clock signal that triggered all
CLOCK
Input
1
internal components.
DIVISOR
Input
9
Input divisor (Hex107).
Hamin
Input
46
Received input data
Output data of error detection
RECEIVED
Output
32
and correction system
Acknowledgment signal sending to the transmitter system to
retransmitted data, if it's corRETRANS
Output
8
rupted, if output signal HEX00
the received data is correct otherwise it's corrupted and needs
to retransmitted
Output signal means that a sinSEDANDC
Output
1
gle error detected and corrected
when it's state logic (1)
Signal

Table 5: Summary of the Receiver Circuit Using Spartan 3A/ 3AN FPGA
Kit
Logic Utilization
Used
Available
Utilization
number of slices
292
704
41%
Number of Slices 4 inputs LUTs
534
1408
37%
Number of Slices flip flops
40
1408
2%
Number of bonded IOBs
95
108
87%
Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs
1
24
4%

So to check the system operation, we supposed a received random
data input with different status single error, burst error and corrected data as explain in Table 6,and shown in time simulation in
(Fig.10, Fig.11, Fig.12, Fig.13, Fig.14, Fig.15, Fig.16, and Fig.17).

Table 6: Receiver Circuits Output Data with Different Input States
Receiver Circuit System
Single Error Detection Burst Error Detection And
Output
And Correction (SECorrection By Retransmitted Data DeInput Data
Output Data
DANDC)
(RETRANS)
scription
Data CorHex3C5DCA8661D5 Hex 87654321
0
Hex 00
rect
Data CorHex3C5DCA8661D4 Hex 87654321
1
Hex 00
rect
Hex
Data CorHex1D2AD5556A69
0
Hex 00
AAAAAAAA
rect
Hex
RetransmitHex1D2AD5556A65
1
Hex 16
BAAAAAAA
ted
Hex3FBFFFFFData CorHex FFFFFFFF 0
Hex 00
BFDE
rect
Data CorHex3FBFFFFFBFDF Hex FFFFFFFF 1
Hex 00
rect
Data CorHex20A896788DB5 Hex1A2B3C4D 0
Hex 00
rect
Data CorHex20A896788DB1 Hex1A2B3C4D 1
Hex 00
rect
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HexF0F0F0F0

Hex0F83E1E1B0A5

Hex0F83E1E1B0A5

HexF0F0F0F0

0

Hex 00

Hex1A2B3C4D

Hex20A896788DB5

Hex0F83E101B0A5

HexF0F000F0

1

Hex 6C

Hex198491AD

Hex20A649236DDF

Hex20A649236DDF

Hex198491AD

0

Hex 00

Hex198491AD

Hex20A649236DDF

Hex20A649A36DDF Hex198491AD

1

Hex 00

Hex
FEDCBA98

Hex FEDCBA98 Hex1BBB7975181E

Hex1BBB7975181E

0

Hex 00

Hex FEDCBA98 Hex1BBB7975181E

Hex1BBB79751B1E Hex 7EDCBA98 1

Hex A8

Hex13579024

Hex208D2F202472

Hex208D2F202472

Hex13579024

0

Hex 00

Hex13579024

Hex208D2F202472

Hex208D2F202471

Hex93579024

1

Hex 9E

Fig. 10: Received Data (Hex3C5DCA8661D5 Correct and Hex3C5DCA8661D4 Corrupted).

Fig. 11: Received Data (Hex1D2AD5556A69 Correct and Hex1D2AD5556A65 Corrupted).

Fig. 12: Received Data (Hex3FBFFFFFBFDE Correct and Hex3FBFFFFFBFDF Corrupted).

Fig. 13: Received Data (Hex20A896788DB5 Correct and Hex20A896788DB1 Corrupted).

Fig. 14: Received Data (Hex0F83E1E1B0A5 Correct and Hex0F83E101B0A5 Corrupted).

Data Correct
Retransmitted
Data Correct
Data Correct
Data Correct
Retransmitted
Data Correct
Retransmitted
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Fig. 15: Received Data (Hex20A649236DDF Correct and Hex20A649A36DDF Corrupted).

Fig. 16: Received Data (Hex1BBB7975181E Correct and Hex1BBB79751B1E Corrupted).

Fig. 17: Received Data (Hex208D2F202472 Correct and Hex208D2F202471 Corrupted).

5. Conclusion
[9]

This paper presents a hybrid error detection and correction method
based on hamming coding and CRC. The encoding and decoding
system are designed using VHDL, and implemented in Spartan
3A/3AN kit with Xilinx ISE 10.1 software program. This model is
provide accurately, high reliability and ensure delivery as compared
with other error detection and correction systems which detects all
single error and corrected it using FEC, and all burst error using
retransmitted of data by sending an acknowledgments to sender.
The proposed circuits' show that a low hardware usage is required
which make them suitable to be integrated with any other system
with high date rate.
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